Dentin Erosion by Whitening Mouthwash Associated to Toothbrushing Abrasion: A Focus Variation 3D Scanning Microscopy Study
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ABSTRACT The aim of this study was to determine the erosive potential of hydrogen peroxide (HP) containing mouthwash assessed by Focus variation three-dimensional (3D) microscopy. Twenty dentin slabs were selected and randomly allocated into two groups (n = 10): DW—Distilled water (pH = 7.27) and HP—1.5% (pH = 3.78). Each specimen was cyclically demineralized (4 × 60 s/day, 10 days) with HP or DW and brushed 3 ×/day (200 g, 150 strokes— toothpaste with 1,450 ppmF as NaF). Between the challenges, the specimens were exposed to artificial saliva. Afterward, dentin loss was analyzed using focus variation 3D microscopy, and the data were submitted to unpaired t-test (α = 0.05). Statistically significant difference was found between the mean wear rate (μm, ± SD) of HP (1.98 ± 0.51) and DW (1.45 ± 0.39). The results suggest that the use of HP-containing mouthwash associated to brushing may increase the risk of tissue loss and focus variation 3D microscopy may be used as a technique for quantifying dental wear. Microsc. Res. Tech. 76:904-908, 2013. © 2013 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

INTRODUCTION

Tooth-whitening treatment is the most commonly performed procedure in esthetic dentistry and is currently achieved using a large range of bleaching techniques (Hasson et al., 2006). Several techniques include the use of hydrogen peroxide (HP; H2O2), a powerful oxidizing agent known as an effective bleaching instrument (Joiner, 2006), however, the products have different concentrations, and other different characteristics such as pH and application mode. Many whitening methods, which are sold legally without a dentist’s prescription, are used by patients in addition to office and home bleaching techniques (Bernardon et al., 2010). These complementary approaches to improve esthetics of teeth include using toothpastes, mouthwashes or gels with whitening systems (Joiner et al., 2008). These products, usually defined as over-the-counter (OTC), are complementary alternatives to treat tooth discoloration with reduced cost compared to traditional professional or prescribed/guided techniques (Demarco et al., 2009). OTC products are whitening effective despite of demonstrating limited in-depth effect compared to supervised at-home application (Dietschi et al., 2010).

Inappropriate usage of OTC products may cause undesirable local effects, such as pulp sensitivity, gingival irritation, alterations of physical properties of some restorative materials as porosity, and slight erosion in the tooth structure (Goldberg et al., 2010). These side effects can be increased when patients use the mouthwashes more than the manufacturer’s recommended regime, trying to achieve a greater or faster whitening effect without knowing the potential health hazards of peroxides. Dental esthetic satisfaction has been a concern for people of various ages (Akarslan et al., 2009; Serra et al., 2009). Consequently, the demand for using OTC whitening merchandise for this population has increased in addition to oral hygiene methods, but the use of these products can result in some effect on the mineral structure of teeth, especially in cases of exposed dentin.

Previous studies have shown that erosive wear can occur on the enamel surface following office tooth-whitening treatments (Hegazy and Mubarak, 2012; Lopes et al., 2002; Yeh et al., 2005). However, other researches report that there is no change in the surface texture of the tooth, but the procedure makes the enamel surface more rough and susceptible to abrasion (Götz et al., 2007; Sulieman et al., 2004). Besides, there is no study related to erosive process in dentin by OTC whitening products. Thus, there may be a possible erosive potential in whitening mouthwash, which can be increased by its interaction with other factors involved in wear, such as dietary or endogenous acids and intraoral abrasive forces by toothbrushing.

The dentin tissue is more susceptible to acid dissolution than enamel and exhibited a wide range of erosion...
depths when different methods for analyzing dental erosion with abrasion are compared (Passos et al., 2013). The accurate characterization and measurement of hard tissue loss in dentin deserve special attention in wear investigations since the damaging effects of dental erosion are strongly influenced by interactions with abrasive forces (Wiegand et al., 2007).

Currently, there are various methods for the characterization and quantification of dental erosion. Most of them require a laborious and destructive sample preparation. The applicability of atomic force microscopy (AFM) in biological research has been considered (Barbour and Rees, 2004; De-Deus et al., 2011; Neri et al., 2011), however, AFM also has some critical limitations. The main problems were related to sample surface height variations, image acquisition speed, and the size of the scanned area (Barbour and Rees, 2004; De-Deus et al., 2011); commonly it cannot be greater than 100 × 100 μm² (Loyola-Rodriguez et al., 2010). Therefore, this technique is not the most appropriate to evaluate dentin erosion, once the erosive process promotes strong height variations, that can lead to saturation in the image formation system of the AFM (De-Deus et al., 2006).

Recently, a focus variation microscope (FVM) was developed for three-dimensional (3D) topographic surface analysis (Ren et al., 2009a). FVM is a non-contact optical microscope based on the focus variation concept. This measurement is performed directly by optical imaging, causing no damage to the sample surface. Surface roughness can be calculated from the image thus obtaining morphological characterization of the substrate using 3D measurements (Fuji et al., 2011; Ren et al., 2009b). Previous reports have suggested FVM as a better choice to examine substrate changes when a less aggressive process is performed, as 3D measurements are able to give more accurate assessments than other techniques (Rodriguez and Bartlett, 2010).

Despite Medline-indexed literature data about dental wear provided by previous investigations, there is a lack of scientific information on the role of OTC whitening mouthwashes associated to toothbrushing on dentin erosion. The purpose of this study was to investigate the erosive potential of mouthwash containing HP in dentin slabs submitted to toothbrushing assessed by focus variation 3D scanning microscopy. The null hypothesis tested that there was no difference on the quantification of dental wear between the tested conditions on human dentin.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Preparation of Dentin Specimens**

Twenty extracted, sound, third molar teeth were used to perform this in vitro study, following approval from the local Research and Ethics Committee (protocol # 08/2011). The teeth were stored in a 0.01% (w/v) thymol solution at 4°C for 30 days until use (Humel et al., 2007). Dentin slabs (4 × 4 × 2 mm) were obtained from the upper third radicular portion of each tooth using a water-cooled diamond saw and a cutting machine (IsoMet Low Speed Saw, Buehler, Lake Bluff, IL). The slabs were embedded in Pre-30 self-polymerized acrylic resin cylinders to facilitate handling (Arotec SA Ind. e Com, Cotia, SP, Brazil), serially flattened with water-cooled abrasive discs (320, 600, and 1,200-grit silicon carbide), polished with felt paper and diamond paste (Metadi® Diamond Suspension 1 micron - Blue Color Polish - Water Base No. 40-6530; Buehler, Lake Bluff, IL) on a rotating polishing machine (Arotec SA Ind. e Com, Cotia, SP, Brazil,) and then identified by number and kept refrigerated.

Subsequently, in each slab, half of total area was referred as baseline area. To ensure the protection of this side (control), its surface was painted with a dark colored acid-resistant varnish (Colorama, Coml. Ind. Exp Ltda., SP, Brazil). The surface hardness was measured using Knoop microhardness tester (Future Tech FM-100, Tokyo, Japan) at a constant load of 25 g and dwell time of 5 s. Five indentations were performed at the center and average value was reported as the surface hardness of the dentin slabs. This analysis was performed for selection and randomized distribution purposes. Dentin slabs presenting microhardness values ranging from 61.87 to 68.37 Knoop hardness number were randomly assigned according to a computer generated randomization list (de-Melo et al., 2011) into two groups (n = 10): distilled water (DW) as a control (pH = 7.27), 1.5% HP (pH = 3.78) (Whitening Plax® - Colgate - Palmolive - Ltda, Osasco, SP, Brazil; lot number: Br 122AVAL). This product contains aqua, glycerin, alcohol, HP 1.5%, polysorbate 20, menthol, poloxamer 388, methyl salicylate, menthol, and sodium saccharin.

**Dentin Wear Model**

The study consisted of a cyclic procedures repeated over a 10-day period, including treatment with DW or HP, toothbrushing, treatment again, and remineralization with artificial saliva (1.45 mM Ca²⁺, 5.4 mM PO₄³⁻, 0.1 M Tris buffer, 2.2 g/L porcine gastric mucin, pH 7.0; Sigma–Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) (Fig. 1).

Three times per day, the slabs were subjected to a previously published toothbrushing-abrasion protocol (Hara et al., 2008) in which all samples were positioned in the brushing machine (MSEt—1,500 W, Marcelo Nucci ME, São Carlos, SP, Brazil) and bathed with a slurry of commercially available fluoride toothpaste (Colgate Total® 12 Clean Mint—1,450 ppmF as NaF; Colgate-Palmolive Ind. e Com. Ltda, SP, Brazil) and artificial saliva (1.3, w/w). Toothbrushing was achieved...
with a Colgate Professional Extra Clean toothbrush (Colgate-Palmolive Ind. e Com. Ltda, SP, Brazil) under a load of 200 g for 150 cycles at 4.5 movements per second (Hara et al., 2008).

Before and after the first and third daily toothbrushing-abrasion cycles, each specimen was independently submerged in 3 mL of the test solution or DW (control group) for 60 s, under agitation, at room temperature. Afterward, the slabs were washed with DW for 10 s and each group was immersed in 70 mL of artificial saliva for 60 min using a orbital shaker table (100 rpm). The described procedures were repeated for 10 days at a room temperature of 23 ± 1°C. The slabs were stored overnight in artificial saliva at 37°C.

Afterward, the acid resistant varnish was removed, and the surface wear was analyzed using a focus variation 3D scanning microscope.

**Surface 3D Topography Evaluation**

3D topography images of the dentin surfaces at magnifications of approximately 200× were captured using the InfiniteFocus® G4 Microscope (IFM, Alicona Imaging, Grambach, Graz, Austria). The non-filtered direct profile of the measurement surface was captured through computer software, and the average maximum profile height (Pz, representing the average depth of erosion/abrasion) of the sampled profiles across the measurement length were recorded. Pz is the mean distances (μm) from three highest peaks to the five lowest valleys, representing the mean maximum peak-to-valley distance of the sampling area. The average from three tracings of each sample was considered to reach the mean value for the group. These data were expressed as the mean and standard deviation of the surface profile for each group. IFM was also used to capture 3D images of the dentin surfaces where the surface roughness measurements were performed.

**Statistical Analysis**

Mean values of the wear per group were calculated, and the normality distribution of the data was checked using the Kolmogorov Smirnov test. The data were analyzed by unpaired t-test. The significance level was set at 5%. Calculations were made using the BioStat 2007 Professional software (AnalystSoft Robust business solutions company, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada).

**RESULTS**

The mean values of wear found in each group are reported in Figure 2. The results show that 1.5% HP resulted in significantly higher wear than the control group (P = 0.01).

Typical surface images with control and treated areas are shown in Figure 3. After treatments with whitening mouthwash containing 1.5% HP, the dentin surfaces presented distinct characteristics when compared to those non-treated (Control). As shown in the profile image (Fig. 3B), there was an evident loss of tissue represented by the height of this step. Topographical images of tested area (Figs. 3A and 3C) show more clearly the rough pattern of the eroded/abraded surface of dentin.

**DISCUSSION**

Mouthwashes are very popular oral hygiene products. Usually, they can act to chemically control cariogenic biofilm and provide remineralizing therapeutic approaches (Maltz, 2009). Recently, due to the rise in concern about dental esthetic appearance, a range of mouthwash products containing HP has been introduced into the market as tooth-whitening instrument (Demarco et al., 2009). However, the products of process of HP break down are relatively acid that it might affect the surface and subsurface integrity of dental tissues. This way, OTC whitening may cause hard tissue loss that may lead to the exposure of the coronary or root dentin. Furthermore, dentin tissue is more easily worn away, since in the same process the loss of dentin tissue occurs much more quickly than the loss of enamel (Gandara and Truelove, 1999). Besides, higher exposure of dentin has been observed considering the population aging and cumulative damage from years of exposure to mechanical and environmental factors such as gingival recession, abrasion, abfraction, and erosion (Vieira and Santiago, 2009).

Given this, the present in vitro study investigated the effects of a commercially available OTC whitening rinse on wear of the dentin surface using variation 3D scanning microscopy as tissue loss measurement method. The strength of focus variation microscopy is the ability to measure steeply sloped surfaces. However, according the ISO/DIS 25178-606 related to nominal characteristics of non-contact (focus variation) instruments, vertical resolution of approximately 100 nm and lateral resolution of several pixels can restrict its applicability.

The observed results indicated that the twice daily application of 1.5% HP (pH = 3.78) performed before and after brushing resulted in a significantly higher wear rate than the control group. This lead us to reject the null hypothesis. One possible explanation for this result may be attributed to the Whitening Plax® mouthwash application protocol and pH, since the...
authors decided to perform this application mode to reflect the information on the product label that is presented to users. It is also important to note that in the control group some dentin wear was found, however, statistically different from 1.5% HP group; this loss must be only due to the toothbrushing.

The erosive potential of OTC whitening mouthwash seems to be dependent of the relationship between toothbrushing and the use of the whitening solution, since accelerated loss of dental hard tissue through the combined effect of erosion and mechanical wear (abrasion) on the tooth surface was observed. Erosive challenge provided by the use of this product in relation to control (DW) results in the softening dentin, which, in combination with abrasion, results in pathological wear of this tissue.

The detrimental effects of bleaching and abrasion have been previously investigated (Engle et al., 2010; Faraoni-Romano et al., 2009; Sulieman et al., 2004). Considering the high demand for bleaching procedures and increased use of OTC whitening products, it is possible that the association of these factors would advance the dentin loss. Mainly when it has been observed in an increasing consumption of acidic foods and beverages and the availability of dentifrices with a large range of abrasive levels. A significant whole array of interacting factors including abrasive dentifrice among the factors involved in dentin wear may lead to contrasting outcomes (Engle et al., 2010). According to Engle et al. (2010), dentin loss may be modulated by the interaction of bleaching, erosion, and dentifrice. Meanwhile, Sulieman et al. (2004) using a high concentration HP (35%) observed no deleterious effects on dentine. Probably, the difference in outcomes on dentin are most likely due to either variation in the in vitro protocols and the pH of products.

The selected design aimed to mimics the clinical situation related to erosive/abrasive process under the use of OTC whitening mouthwashes. It is speculated that saliva buffering capacity, content of calcium and phosphate groups, pellicle acquired on tooth surface and so forth, can act either solely or in combination to inhibit the tooth erosive procedures (Hara et al., 2008). Based on that, it was conducted the use of artificial saliva during the brushing procedures and before and after the erosive/abrasive challenge. Besides, Barbour et al., 2011 concluded that the dominant factor in erosion is pH and the effect of buffer capacity seems to be pH dependent.

According to a previous study that compared tissue loss of eroded/abraded dental hard tissues using several types of measurement methods (Passos et al., 2013), the FVM technique has been more sensitive in detecting structural changes following erosive and abrasive processes justifying the rationale use of this technique. Other study has suggested that the FVM could perform optical scans of the surface in three dimensions, and calculate surface roughness quantitatively without any surface damages. This increases the sensitive of this method including a more effective visual assessment of eroded areas (Ren et al., 2009a).

Even though these results are from an in vitro study to control mineral loss by erosive wear, dental erosion caused by OTC tooth-whitening approaches should be taken into consideration. An alternative scenario for future researches is the use of substances containing the same pH values, different concentrations of HP, and testing protocols associated or not to abrasive challenges.
CONCLUSIONS

With the limitations of this study, it can be concluded that the use of the OTC whitening mouthwash according to the manufacturer’s recommendation was able to cause dentin wear more than water mouthwash. In addition, focus variation 3D microscopy seems to be a suitable method to measure dentin wear.
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